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The notion of community is complex and can mean different things to different women.  It 

has been argued that a community can provide both space and opportunity for women to 

begin to determine and redefine some  of  conditions. (Williams 1997:31).  On the other 

hand, community  may be defined  and constructed in a way that limits women’s control and 

choice.  In this way community becomes  women’s place, the place to which they are 

relegated and  belong.  During the struggle  against apartheid in South Africa, Mangosutho  

Buthelzi the leader of Inkatha, in his acknowledgement of women’s roles within the family 

went on to  praise them for  their public political participation. At the same time Buthelezi 

reminded these women that they are  to be controlled  by men and must be silent and home 

and abroad.. 

 

The distinction between ‘space’ and ‘place; has its roots in the different meanings ascribed to 

community in general.  There is the idea of women’s place derived from the community  

ideal that imposes  harmony upon a divided  and alienated world.  Instead of attempting to 

change things , this ideal seeks to promote  a relationship based upon  people’s acceptance of 

their ‘place as in the case of the Manchester Black Women’s Co-operative.   

 

In 1979 members of the  Black Women’s Co-operative  concluded that  although the interest 

and concerns of Black women  were linked to those of Black men, they were not the same, as 

such it was necessary for the Co-operative to re-establish  itself as an autonomous and self-

determining  organisation Sudbury (1998:98).  further argue that Black Women’s 

organisations  such as Abasindi are spaces in which Black women can create oppositional  

and empowering  narrative of self .  This was the experience of  Christine one of the  women 

who attended Abasindi Saturday supplementary school. 

 

  You many not think it is, but growing up as a child in Britain 

  during  the late ‘70s and ‘80s was very disempowering.  Black 

  people  were systematically marginalized – being Black you were 

  made to feel like a second-class citizen, and being female to know  

  your place and that was fundamentally in the home.  Abasindi 

  showed me how to be strong, realize my dreams and not let anyone 

  dictate who I am.  I am grateful and in debt to all these women who 

  who reached me and touched my life in so many ways.  They took 

  my hand and replaced  my shyness with confidence.  My fear 

  of failure they replaced with the belief I can succeed.  Where I had 

  self-doubt they nurtured and gave me the ability to see I am one of  

  God’s children.  They educated taught me to be the strong confident 

  woman that I am today.  Looking back, just to think I thought I  was 

  getting a raw deal having to attend Abasindi while my brothers 

  could opt out: I now understand it was my brothers  who got the raw deal. 

  (Watt & Jones 2015:119) 

 

Abasindi ‘s activism was taking place at a time when  grants were easily accessible. 

However.   Kath Locke  one of the founding members believed in the power of the 

community to change their situation, and at the heart of this belief was a commitment to 

the idea of self-empowerment. Hence the decision by Abasindi not to accept funding.   



   

  She was fastidious about the principle of not seeking financial 

  help from any group to whom one is opposed.  So Abasindi 

             remained a self-financing entity.  It was her cardinal belief 

  that power relationship between the community and the 

  economically powerful cannot be redressed if activists do not 

  resist the temptation of the ‘begging bowl’. (Watt & Jones 2015:39) 

 

A key theme in Black feminist  thought is the importance of Black women’s culture in 

particularly the interpersonal relationship that Black women have with each other.   

Despite its focus on women and its commitment to sisterhood,   Abasindi could not be 

described as feminist as in the following statement by Maria one of the members. 

 

  I think we recognized that our was a radical grouping, but never 

  took on the label ‘feminist’, although there were members who  

  defined themselves as feminist.  The group was certainly very  

  diverse. Involving older established community activists, students, 

             local working women, girls, Rastafarian, religious and atheist; women 

  who just wanted do something with their time.  This grouping taught 

  me that  labels don’t define individuals, it’s their relationships and 

  interactions with others that give the fuller picture.  Our defining 

  terms were Black and women, yet our concerns and actions were 

  about improving the quality of life for our whole community. 

  (Watt & Jones 2015:27) 
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